
How to Use LinkedIn

To Build Your

Referrals

Brief background of LinkedIn

LinkedIn is a supplement, not a substitute
for person to person networking

You will transfer your person-to-person
networking skills to social networking
sites

It is a business network, not a social
network like Facebook

The value is in your network, and the 6
degrees of separation in your contacts

LinkedIn is also a place where you can
build your reputation as an expert in your
field by participating in forums and
answering questions

Giving away information will bring it back to you threefold

Your profile

Info to be included
ad ins like your blog, recommend books you've read

recommendations and endorsements
from people you've done business with

be sure to give recommendations and
endorsements too.

add people to your network

introductions people who are one degree or more away

uploading your contact list invitations to join

How is this useful to building my business?

Get introductions to people you want to connect with

Drive traffic to your website, blog

Build your reputation online

Google loves LinkedIn and ranks it higher
than other social media sites

What are groups and why should you join?

Definition of groups

Why join?

Another way to expand your network
using connections you already have

What groups?

alumni

interests personal and business

companies where you've worked

area of expertise

local business groups

consider creating your own group

What is LinkedIn Answers and
how is this useful for networking?

Answering questions, offering information
the key to building your reputation

Definitely a case of giving a lot to get even more

Cautions:

Ask a lot of questions firstDon't be the know-it-all right off the bat

You are not there to sellSelling, promoting can be the kiss of death

Job HuntingHow to look for a job on LinkedIn

Ask your connections for leads

Check out companies you're interested in

Find subjects for informational interviews
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